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Abstract 
This work considers how deviation on fixturing elements propagate on location tolerance of a holes' pattern. The 3-2-1 locating 
principle has been adopted. The position of each locator is represented by a Gaussian probability density function and, 
consequently, the probability the holes pattern falls inside the location tolerance, centred around each hole nominal position, is 
estimated as the product of the probabilities due to each hole. The optimal positioning of the locators is designed by minimising the 
deviation in holes pattern positioning during drilling due to locators inaccuracy. 3D parts have been considered as application 
examples.  
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1. Introduction 
A machining fixture controls the position and 
orientation of the workpiece reference frame with 
respect to the machine one. The most common locator 
scheme is the six point or 3-2-1 scheme, in which six 
locators define three mutually orthogonal datum 
reference planes, identifying the workpiece reference 
frame. The reference frame in a machining fixture is 
constituted by the locators.  
During machining, the tool path is defined with 
respect to this workpiece reference frame. Ideally, the 
locators make point contact with the workpiece and 
the position and orientation of the workpiece reference 
frame with respect to the machine one is perfectly 
accurate. However, in reality the geometry and the 
position of the locators are imperfect and the reference 
frame they produce has position and orientation errors 
with respect to the machine reference frame.  
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This misalignment produces geometrical errors in 
the features machined on the workpiece, e.g. location 
error of a holes pattern. 
The existing research provides essential steps 
towards the design of locators placement. The more 
largely used formalism is based on the screw theory 
due to its compactness and its general applicability 
[1]. Bourdet and Clement used the displacement screw 
vector to mathematically describe the misalignment 
between part and machine [2]. They extended this 
work by developing a model to determine the nominal 
positions of locators which minimise the magnitude of 
the screw displacement vector [3]. Weill connected the 
screw displacement vector to the geometric variation 
of critical part features and minimised this geometric 
function [4].  
More recent studies deal with robust design of 
fixture configuration, by analyzing the influence of 
workpiece surface errors and fixture set-up errors on 
the stability of part [5], developing algorithms for 
workpiece localization [6], or employing the screw 
parameters associated with TTRS to determine the 
position uncertainty of a part [7]. Very interesting is 
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the work of Choudhuri that presents a method for 
modeling and analysing the impact of a locator 
tolerance scheme on the potential datum related 
geometric errors of linear machined features [8]. This 
model considers profile and dimensional tolerances 
applied to spherical tip locators in contact with planar 
workpiece datum features; it is tested by means of 
simulation studies. The authors, however, do not 
consider the distribution of the machined features as a 
function of locator errors, but only the worst cases. 
In a previous paper [9], a method for checking 
deterministic positioning from locator configuration 
was proposed. It applies Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) to the contact matrix generated 
by means of the screw theory. Then, a statistical 
method was proposed in order to integrate the 
approaches based on deterministic positioning [10]. It 
considers only 2D parts, such as plates. The position 
deviation of a hole due to the inaccuracy of all the six 
locators of the 3-2-1 locating scheme was estimated by 
a Monte Carlo simulation approach [11]. The 
developed 2D probability density function has been 
applied to determine the location error of a holes 
pattern due to the inaccuracy of the 2-1 locators 
scheme [12]. Finally, the statistical method was 
extended to estimate the location error of a 3D hole 
due to the inaccuracy of the 3-2-1 locating scheme 
[13]. 
This work aims to investigate on how locators 
configuration affects the drilling of a holes pattern. It 
aims to define the best position of locators, i.e. the 
locators position minimizing the machining 
inaccuracy. The 3-2-1 locating principle has been 
adopted. An analytical approach has been used: the 
position of each locator has been simulated by a 
density probability distribution and, consequently, the 
probability the holes pattern falls inside the location 
tolerance has been calculated. This probability density 
function depends by six of the eighteen coordinates of 
the locators. Gaussian distributions have been used for 
locator positions. The present work considers error 
free starting workpiece and machine tool. A 3D part 
has been considered as application example. 
In the following the statistical approach to 
calculate the probability the pattern of holes falls 
inside the location tolerance is presented. Then, the 
best locators positioning is introduced and applied to 
some case studies. 
2.  3-2-1 locators placement approach for a holes 
pattern 
The case study is shown in Figure 1: a plate with a 
pattern of n-drilled hole. A location tolerance specifies 
each hole position. The position of the workpiece is 
determined by three locators on the primary datum, 
two on the secondary datum and one on the tertiary. 
Each locator has coordinates related to the part 
nominal reference frame, represented by the following 
six terns of values: 
,  (1) 
The proposed approach considers the uncertainty 
source in the positioning error of the machined hole 
due to the variance in the positioning of the locators. It 
aims to minimize the machining uncertainty due to 
this source. It neglects the tool positioning error or the 
geometric deviations on datum elements.   
The eighteen coordinates of the locators (1) in the 
part nominal reference frame XYZ are considered 
distributed according to a Gaussian probability density 
function with mean equal to the nominal position of 
locators and standard deviation  equal to 0.01 mm: 
,  (2) 
with inx , iny  and inz  nominal values of the 
locator coordinates in the part nominal reference 
frame XYZ (RF). z1n, z2n, z3n, x4n, x5n and y6n are equal 
to 0. The perturbed part reference frame X’Y’Z’ 
(PRF) is related to the actual position of the locators. 
In particular the Z’ axis is constituted by the straight 
line perpendicular to the plane through the actual 
positions of locators p1, p2 and p3, the Y’ axis is the 
straight line perpendicular to the Z’ axis and through 
the actual position of locators p4 and p5 and, finally the 
X’ axis is straightforward computed as perpendicular 
to both Z’ and Y’ axes and through p6. 
To determine the influence of the locators position 
on the location of the drilled hole, the proposed 
approach aims to determine the terms of a 
homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM), which 
allows changing the reference frame, passing by the 
nominal reference frame (RF) to the perturbed 
reference frame (PRF), as a function of locator 
position inaccuracies. Thanks to HTM, it is possible to 
determinate the position of the hole on the plate, 
determining the likelihood of obtaining the hole axis 
inside the cylindrical tolerance zone centred around 
the nominal position. 
The coordinate of each hole centre c’ in the PRF 
may be expressed as a function of the hole centre c in 
RF and HTM by means of the following equations: 
,  (3) 
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Fig. 1. The considered case study 
where R is the rotational matrix which allows 
changing from RF to PRF, while pO is the vector 
describing the RF origin position referred to the PRF, 
and 0T is a zeros vector [3x1]. The matrix R is given 
by: 
,  (4) 
where the nx, ny, nz are respectively the vectors 
v2, v3, v1, normalized: 
,  (5) 
,  (6) 
,  (7) 
where pij is the vector joining point pi and pj. The 
three coordinates of the p0 vector are equal to: 
,  (8) 
The probability density function of the coordinates 
of the two centres of each hole depends only by the 
probability distribution of the coordinates z1, z2, z3, x4, 
x5 and y6 of the locators, as analytically demonstrated 
in [13]. Therefore, x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3, y4, z4, y5, z5, x6 
and z6 have been considered constant and equal to 
their nominal values X1, Y1, X2, Y2, X3, Y3, Y4, Z4, Y5, 
Z5, X6 and Z6. The probability density function of the 
coordinates of the two centres of each hole is equal to: 
,  (9) 
where 1J  is the Jacobian that is obtained by 
deriving the six relevant coordinates of the locators 
(coordinate z1, z2, z3, x4, x5 and y6) with respect to the 
coordinates of the two centers 1'c  and 2'c . This 
probability density function allows to overcome the 
limits connected to a Monte Carlo approach.  
The probability the i-th hole of the pattern falls 
inside the location tolerance (ti) is calculated by 
solving the following integral, under the hypothesis of 
independence among the two centres of each hole: 
,  (10) 
The probability the pattern of holes falls inside the 
location tolerance is given by the following product: 
,  (11) 
with n equals to the number of holes constituting 
the pattern. 
3. Best locators positioning 
The optimal locators positioning problem consists 
in defining the locators’ position for which the 
probability of success, i.e. the probability that the 
actual position of the holes pattern due to fixturing 
error is inside the tolerance zone centred around the 
nominal position of each hole, is maximum. 
Therefore, the problem consists in finding the values 
of the x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3, y4, z4, y5, z5, x6 and z6 
coordinates that guarantee the integral of equation (11) 
with '1c  and '2c  ranging inside the tolerance zone 
achieves the maximum value. Additional constraints 
to the optimization problem are linked to the 
coordinates of the locator that should be positive and 
smaller than the length of the plate sides. 
The best part locators positioning may be 
mathematically represented as: 
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 (12) 
subject to: 
  
  
 (13) 
  
 
s
where xmax, ymax and zmax represent the dimensions 
of the plate and t is the tolerance value. Conditions 
(13) refer to the constraint due to the length of the 
plate sides to locators’ positions. They simplify the 
mathematical problem by considering only one of the 
two symmetric positions of 4p  and 5p  locators on 
the secondary datum and by ordering the positions of 
1p , 2p  and 3p  on the primary datum. 
4. 2-Holes pattern 
The proposed approach has been applied to a plate 
of 120 mm x 100 mm dimensions characterized by 
different patterns of two holes. It has been assumed 
that the distances of the locators from the X, Y and Z 
axes of the nominal PRF are distributed according to a 
Gaussian probability density function, with mean 
values equal to the nominal positions and standard 
deviations equal to 0.01 mm. The tolerance zone of 
the holes pattern was squared with 0.04 mm side.  
The search of maximum of the function (12) is a 
non-linear optimization problem that involves to solve 
a sextuple integral. In a previous work we have 
demonstrated that, in the 2D case, the adoption of 
simple location rules, such as the barycentre method 
or the maximum distance method, allows to minimize 
the position error of holes pattern resulting from 
inaccuracies on locators positions [16]. The first, 
consisting in placing the 2-locators on the Y-axis 
symmetrically with respect to the coordinate of the 
pattern barycentre and as far as possible, is suitable 
when the distance between the holes is lower than half 
of the distance between the 2-locators. The second, 
consisting in placing the 2-locators on the Y-axis on 
the vertices of the plate, is suitable when the distance 
of the holes is higher than half of the distance between 
the 2-locators. By combining these two rules we move 
from the optimal solution, but the differences are very 
small and the method is very simple.  
The sextuple integral of equation (12) has been 
calculated numerically by means of a Monte Carlo 
method that has been implemented by Mathematica  
software package. 
4.1. 2-Holes pattern: case 1 
The first case has been a pattern of 2-holes placed 
along the Y-axis whose barycentre is the centre of the 
XY section of the plate, as shown in Figure 2a. 16 
cases have been chosen by applying the methods 
previously introduced: we have combined two 
configurations of the three locators on the primary 
datum, two configurations of the two locators on the 
secondary datum and four positions of the locator on 
the tertiary datum. The results show that the 
configuration shown in Figure 2b,  i.e. P1=(20,20,0), 
P2=(100,20,0), P3=(60,100,0), P4=(0,0,30), 
P5=(0,100,30), P6=(60,0,30), gives the maximum 
value of the probability that the axes of the drilled 
holes falls inside the tolerance range (about 12%). 
This configuration involves the maximum distance 
method for the locators on the secondary and tertiary 
datum; in fact, the two locators on the secondary 
datum are on the vertices of the plate and the locator 
on the tertiary datum on the X-coordinate of the 
pattern. The three locators on the primary datum are 
symmetric as regards the barycentre of the pattern, 
they are as far as possible and two locators are near 
the X-axis. All the lateral locators are in the middle of 
the plate along the Z axis. 
Then, we have moved the pattern far from the 
median plane of the plate along the X-axis, as shown 
in Figure 3a and 4a, and we have considered 18 and 12 
cases respectively. The optimal configuration of the 
locators is P1=(20,20,0), P2=(100,20,0), P3=(60,100,0), 
P4=(0,0,30), P5=(0,100,30), P6=(30,0,30) in the first 
case and P1=(20,20,0), P2=(100,20,0), P3=(60,100,0), 
P4=(0,0,30), P5=(0,100,30), P6=(90,0,30), in the 
second case, as shown in Figure 3b and 4b 
respectively. They apply the maximum distance 
method for the locators on the secondary and tertiary 
datum. The positioning of the tree locators on the 
primary datum simmetrically as regards the barycentre 
pattern is overcome by a positioning as far as possible 
with two locators near the X-axis. All the lateral 
locators are in the middle of the plate along the Z axis. 
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4.2. 2-Holes pattern: case 2 
The second case has been a pattern of 2-holes 
placed along the X-axis whose barycentre is the centre 
of the XY section of the plate, as shown in Figure 5a. 
16 cases have been chosen by applying the methods 
previously introduced: we have combined two 
configurations of the three locators on the primary 
datum, two configurations of the two locators on the 
secondary datum and four positions of the locator on 
the tertiary datum. The results show that the 
configuration shown in Figure 5b, i.e. P1=(20,20,0), 
P2=(100,20,0), P3=(60,100,0), P4=(0,0,30), 
P5=(0,100,30), P6=(60,0,30), gives the maximum 
value of the probability that the axes of the drilled 
holes falls inside the tolerance range (about 12%). 
This configuration involves the same considerations of 
the 2-holes pattern placed along the Y-axis.  
Then, we have moved the pattern far from the 
median plane of the plate along the X-axis, as shown 
in Figures 6a and 7a, and we have considered 16 and 
32 cases respectively. The optimal configurations of 
the locator is P1=(20,20,0), P2=(100,20,0), 
P3=(60,100,0), P4=(0,0,30), P5=(0,100,30), 
P6=(60,0,30) in the first case and P1=(5,5,0), 
P2=(115,5,0), P3=(60,77,0), P4=(0,0,30), 
P5=(0,100,30), P6=(60,0,30) in the second case, as 
shown in Figure 6b and 7b respectively. Even in this 
case the results are similar to those of the previous 
paragraph. 
4.3. 2-Holes pattern: case 3 
Finally, we get near the centers of the two holes of 
the pattern by considering the case shown in Figure 
8a. 24 cases have been chosen by combining one 
configuration of the three locators on the primary 
datum, four configurations of the two locators on the 
secondary datum and six positions of the locator on 
the tertiary datum. The results show that the 
configuration shown in Figure 8b, P1=(20,20,0), 
P2=(100,20,0), P3=(60,100,0), P4=(0,0,30), 
P5=(0,100,30), P6=(30,0,30), gives the maximum 
value of the probability that the axes of the drilled 
holes falls inside the tolerance range (about 22%). 
This configuration involves the maximum distance 
method for the locators on the secondary and tertiary 
datum. The barycentre method, P1=(20,20,0), 
P2=(100,20,0), P3=(60,100,0), P4=(0,0,30), 
P5=(0,65,30), P6=(30,0,30), gives similar results, i.e. a 
probability of 19%. 
 
 
 
 
      
Fig. 2. (a) 2-holes pattern c11=(60,20,0), c12=(60,20,60),c21=(60,80,0),c22=(60,80,60); (b) best locators positioning  
      
Fig. 3. (a) 2-holes pattern c11=(30,20,0), c12=(30,20,60),c21=(30,80,0),c22=(30,80,60); (b)best locators configuration 
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Fig. 4.(a) 2-holes pattern c11=(90,20,0), c12=(90,20,60),c21=(90,80,0),c22=(90,80,60); (b) best locators configuration 
      
Fig. 5. (a) 2-holes pattern c11=(20,50,0), c12=(20,50,60),c21=(100,50,0),c22=(100,50,60); (b) best locators positioning 
      
Fig. 6. (a) 2-holes pattern c11=(20,80,0), c12=(20,80,60),c21=(100,80,0),c22=(100,80,60); (b) best locators configuration 
      
Fig. 7.(a) 2-holes pattern c11=(20,20,0), c12=(20,20,60),c21=(100,20,0),c22=(100,20,60); (b) best locator configuration
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5. 4-Holes pattern 
The last case is a pattern of 4-holes whose 
barycentre is the centre of the XY section of the plate, 
as shown in Figure 9a. 8 cases have been considered 
by taking into account the results previously obtained: 
we have combined one configuration of the three 
locators on the primary datum, two configurations of 
the two locators on the secondary datum and four 
positions of the locator on the tertiary datum. The 
results show that the configuration shown in Figure 
9b, i.e. P1=(20,20,0), P2=(100,20,0), P3=(60,100,0), 
P4=(0,0,30), P5=(0,100,30), P6=(60,0,30), gives the 
maximum value of the probability that the axes of the 
drilled holes fall inside the tolerance range (about 
1.4%). 
This configuration involves the maximum distance 
method for the locators on the secondary and tertiary 
datum. The three locators on the primary datum are 
symmetric as regards the barycentre of the pattern, 
they are as far as possible and two locators are near 
the X-axis. All the lateral  locators are in the middle of 
the plate along the Z axis.  
6. Conclusions 
The obtained optimal solutions includes that the 
three locators on the primary datum should be 
positioned as far as possible and with two locators 
near the X-axis, the two locators on the secondary 
datum should be positioned on the vertices of the plate 
and in the middle of the plate along the Z axis and the 
locator on the tertiary datum should be put at the 
coordinate of the pattern and in the middle of the plate 
along the Z axis. 
In a previous work we have demonstrated for 2D 
case that it is possible to adopt simple locator 
positioning rules, such as the barycentre method or the 
maximum distance method. In this work we 
demonstrate that the maximum distance method, i.e. to 
place the 2-locators on the secondary datum on the 
vertices of the plate, is valid even for 3D cases of 2 
and 4 holes pattern independently by the distance 
between the holes. The barycentre method, i.e. to 
place the 2-locators on the secondary datum 
symmetrically with respect to the coordinate of the 
pattern barycentre and as far as possible,  gives results 
very near to those obtained by the maximum distance 
method if the distance of the holes is lower than half 
of the distance between the 2-locators on the 
secondary datum. 
The main limit of this work is to consider 
independent the two centres of each hole; to overcome 
this limit is current matter of further studies 
 
      
Fig. 8. (a) 2-holes pattern c11=(30,20,0), c12=(30,20,60),c21=(30,45,0),c22=(30,45,60); (b) best locators positioning 
      
Fig. 9. (a) 4-holes pattern c11=(40,20,0), c12=(40,20,60),c21=(40,80,0),c22=(40,80,60), c31=(80,20,0), c32=(80,20,60), c41=(80,80,0), c42=(80,80,60); (b) 
best locators positioning 
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